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17-20 October 2022
Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France

Press Release
KANSAI TV’S ELPIS SELECTED AS ASIAN WORLD PREMIERE
AT MIPCOM CANNES
Star of Academy Award ® winning Drive My Car, Toko Miura to Attend Debut of Award-Winning
Producer/Broadcaster’s Eagerly Anticipated Mystery

Paris/Osaka 16th September 2022 – RX France (formerly Reed Midem) and Kansai TV today
announced that event series Elpis will be this year’s Asian World Premiere at International CoProduction and Entertainment Content Market, MIPCOM CANNES (17-20 October).
Staged on Tuesday 18 October at 18.30 (CET) in the world-famous Grand Auditorium in Cannes’
Palais des Festivals, the premiere screening will be followed by a Q&A with cast member Toko
Miura (star of 2021 Best Foreign Language Academy Award ® winner Drive My Car) alongside
award-winning producer Ayumi Sano (My Dear Exes,Quartet). The event also marks the first
Asian World Premiere to be staged at MIPCOM CANNES since the pandemic.
Billed as ‘the mother of all entertainment content markets’, the 38th edition of MIPCOM CANNES
(17-20 October 2022) will gather more than 10,000 senior international television producers,
buyers, commissioners and creatives from the industry’s major studios and platforms worldwide.
More than 300 exhibiting studios and distributors are confirmed to attend the market.
Inspired by multiple true cases of false accusations, Elpis follows Ena Asakawa (Masami
Nagasawa), a former network anchor whose star has faded due to scandal and now helms a
late-night, less-formal magazine show. There an under-rated and rookie director Takuro
Kishimoto (Gordon Maeda) begins to doubt a death row conviction which, together with
Asakawa, make-up artist Cherry (Toko Miura) and star reporter Shouichi Saito (Ryohei Suzuki),
they investigate and unravel as a state-wide conspiracy and cover up.

The leading commercial broadcaster in Japan’s Kansai region, KANSAI TV are responsible for
hit series including My Dear Exes, He Who Can't Marry, and My Dangerous Wife. Their work
has received international recognition including the US International Film & Video Festival and
the Silver Plaque and Chicago International Film Festival Television Awards.
Miho Okada, Executive Managing Director, Kansai TV said: “Though it deals with a serious
issue, Elpis has darkly comedic dialogue along with a plot that will pack an emotional punch for
viewers. We are very proud what the amazing production team and performers have created,
and to share it first in Cannes with our global industry is a privilege. We believe it is a show that
will surprise in Japan and internationally this Fall.”
Lucy Smith, Director of MIPCOM CANNES and MIPJUNIOR said: “The global appetite for
authentic, authored international drama has never been stronger. The standard has also never
been higher, with Elpis yet another exceptional example. We are thrilled to stage it and to bring
the tradition of the Asian World Premiere back to this year’s full strength MIPCOM.”
The Asia World Premiere is one of a series of high-profile screenings and events to be staged
at MIPCOM CANNES 2022. Diverse, inclusive storytelling and mentoring remain at the heart of
the MIP mission and will be elevated throughout the market.

Further information
MIPCOM CANNES patrick@pk-consults.com
MIPCOM Accreditation Enquiries emma@emmabartholomewpr.com
MIPCOM Event Media Enquiries alison.wilcox@ddapr.com

EDITORS NOTES
About MIPCOM CANNES
MIPCOM CANNES leads a portfolio of markets and conferences from RX France’s Entertainment Division
staged for the international television distribution and production community year-round alongside MIPTV
(featuring MIPDOC and MIPFORMATS), MIP Cancun, MIP China and MIPJUNIOR.
About RX and RX France
RX is in the business of building businesses for individuals, communities and organisations. We elevate the
power of face-to-face events by combining data and digital products to help customers learn about markets,
source products and complete transactions at over 400 events in 22 countries across 43 industry sectors.
RX France manages a portfolio of world-class, French and international face-to-face, virtual and hybrid events
covering 20 industry sectors including MIPIM, MAPIC, Batimat, Pollutec, EquipHotel, SITL, IFTM Top Resa,
MIPCOM, MIPTV, FIAC, Paris Photo, Maison&Objet*… and many more.
RX is passionate about making a positive impact on society and is fully committed to creating and inclusive
work environment for all our people. RX is part of RELX, a global provider of information-based analytics and
decision tools for professional and business customers. www.rxglobal.com
*Organised by Safi, a subsidiary of Reed Expositions and Ateliers d’Art de France
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In accordance with Article Privacy and Data Policy of the Rules and the Organiser's Privacy Policy, as well as
the California Consumer Privacy Act Notice, this data is processed by RX France (52 Quai Dion Bouton 92800
Puteaux, France, registered with the Nanterre Companies Registry under n°410 219 364), for the purposes of (i)
the use and performance of the online platform (such as fulfilling request for information or content), or for (ii)
newsletter, promotional communication or promotional analysis or for (iii) clients' satisfaction and statistics. Such
data (i) is stored for a maximum duration of 3 years or 10 years if the present accreditation is completed and (ii)
may be transmitted to the Organiser’s partners, which may become Data Controllers, that are organising an
event or a session, or publishing a video that Data Subjects may attend and/or watch. You may exercise your
right to access, obtain, correct and oppose the use of your personal data by writing to Privacy Center. In case of
an unsatisfied answer to your request, you may raise a complaint before the French National Data Protection
Authority
(Commission
Nationale
Informatique
et
Libertés
or
CNIL)
www.cnil.fr.
If you do not wish to receive operational emails from MIPCOM Digital, you can unsubscribe here.

